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The Childhood of a Leader
Kamala Harris was born on October 16th, 1964 in

Oakland, California. Her mother, Shyamala Gopalan,
was a biologist. She had moved from Chennai, Tamil
Nadu, India to the United States in 1958 and fell in
love with a man named Donald J. Harris. Donald was
a professor at Stanford University and moved from
British Jamaica to America in 1961.
Kamala went to a kindergarten school where she fell
in love with singing, and sang in the choir, at home,
and at temples and shrines she visited. Not only did
little Kamala love singing, but she also loved her
heritage and culture, often visiting African American
cultural centers and Hindu temples. At age seven,
Shyamala and Donald divorced, and Kamala lived
with her mother for most of her childhood.

By: Yona L.

Kamala said in an interview that when she and her
little sister, Maya, went to visit Donald, she could not
play with the other children in the neighborhood since
they were black.
When Kamala was twelve, she and Maya moved with
their mother to Montreal, Quebec, where Shyamala
went to work at McGill University. Kamala went to a
French-speaking school, Notre-Dame-des-Neiges,
before attending F.A.C.E academy. Soon after that,
Kamala went to Westmount High School, graduating in
1981.
In 1982, Kamala attended Howard University.

During that time, she worked as a Mailroom Clerk for
California senator Alan Cranston. After graduating
from Howard in 1966 with a degree in political science
and economics, Kamala went back to California to go
to the University of California, Hastings College of the
Law. While attending UC Hastings, Kamala was the
president of the Black Law Students Association.
Kamala then graduated in 1989 with a Juris Doctor,
which is the highest law degree there is to achieve.
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Kamala Harris Just

Changed the Game
By: Charlotte R.

On January 20th the USA had

the inauguration of President Joe

Biden and Vice President Kamala

Harris. There are several reasons

why this new presidency is

important, but this article will

discuss our new Vice President

and how she just made history.

Let's begin with a brief history

of the former Vice Presidents of

the U.S., and what they all had

in common. We have had 48 vice

presidents in U.S. history before

Kamala. All 48 were men and went

by the pronouns he/him/his. As

well as this, 47 of them were

white (VP Charles Curtis was

biracial, being partially

Indigenous). What do former VPs

have to do with Kamala changing

history? Let’s learn more about

Kamala Harris to understand.

Kamala Harris is female and uses

the pronouns she/her. She is also

biracial, being Asian American

and Black. Maybe you can tell

why it’s such a big deal that

Kamala Harris is the new Vice

President. She is the first

female, biracial, BIPOC (Black,

Indigenous, people of color) Vice

President.

She also has more in common with

the typical American than other

politicians. Her parents were both

immigrants, she is a BIPOC, she was a

prosecutor (a lawyer representing a

person suing), her parents were

divorced, she has step-kids, and her

husband is Jewish. Since Kamala is

more relatable, Joe Biden can

understand more problems Americans

face.

Kamala Harris also has a great

education. She went to Westmount

Highschool in Montreal, Quebec.

Harris graduated from Westmount in

1981 and went on to Howard

University, a historically Black

college located in Washington D.C..

After graduating from college in 1986

she went to law school. She went to

UC (The University of California)

Hastings College of the Law in San

Francisco, California and graduated

in 1989.

Article continued on page 2
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Article continued From Page 1
In 2003 Kamala Harris was elected

San Francisco District Attorney

General and had that job until

2010. She then ran for Attorney

General of California and won both

her election and re-election being

in that role from 2011-2017. After

Attorney general she ran to be a

California senator and had that

role until she officially resigned

on Monday January 18th, 2021. She

resigned because two days later she

became the Vice President of the

United States of America.

We are only a few months into this

presidency and the Biden-Harris

team is working on helping people

across the country. With Kamala at

Biden's side, the country can’t

wait to see what the team does over

the next few years.

Overlooked (Black) Historical Figures

By: Margot P. and Clara R.
Irene Morgan

was a female African-American, and she was

27 when she bought a ticket to go to her house

via bus. The driver told Irene that she had to

move, she refused, and then he went to have her

arrested. An officer gave her an arrest warrant,

which she tore up in his face. The officer then

tried to move her, and she kicked him in the

groin. Other officers helped, and she was

arrested. She admitted she resisted arrest, but

not to ‘violating Jim Crow laws’, as the officers

had said. The Virginia Supreme Court (she was

arrested in Virginia) said Irene violated the law,

so she took her case to the U.S. Court. The U.S.

Court ruled in favor of her. When her husband

died, she met Stanley Kirkaldy, and married

him, changing her name to Irene Morgan

Kirkaldy. She won her case, and did this

before both Claudette Colvin and Rosa Parks.

Dr. Rebecca Lee Crumpler

is mostly known for her book: A Book of

Medical Discourses. But a female

African-American doctor was frowned

upon in the 1800s, which was the time

period that she lived in. She became the

first African American to earn a M.D.

degree in the U.S.. She was raised by an

aunt who helped sick neighbors, which

might have influenced her. Crumpler

became a doctor shortly after the Civil

War ended, and she helped care for black

people, who would have had absolutely

no health care because they had just been

freed.

Dr. Rebecca Lee Crumpler

Irene Morgan

Bessie Coleman

was born in 1892 to a family with 13

siblings. One day Bessie Coleman decided:

she was going to become a pilot. However,

when she tried to learn, people scoffed at

her. They had never heard of an African

American female pilot before. Then a

newspaperman called Robert Abbott told her

that she could learn how to fly in France. In

1920, she set off to Paris, and for seven

months, she trained alongside some of the

finest pilots in Europe. When Bessie

returned to America, she became a bit of a

celebrity, amazing people with daring stunts

in her plane. But when she flew a faulty

plane, it led to her death in 1926. But Bessie

Coleman is still viewed as a pioneer in

aviation history.

Bessie Coleman

Marshall Walter “Major” Taylor

was born in Indianapolis on November 26, 1878. He

grew up working in bicycle shops and eventually

started racing bicycles. When he was 13, he won a

10-mile race by 6 seconds! He turned pro at age 18.

He participated in many races, including races that

were six days long! He also set many world records

and became a world champion. Back in those days,

bicycle racing was a popular sport to watch and

people flocked to see Major Taylor. He was the

second African American athlete to win a world

championship in any sport. But people did not want

him to race. Many people said he could not join their

biking clubs, and he was sabotaged many times.

However, he persevered to become one of the best

bicycle racers in history.
Major Taylor
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By: Amelie K.
Many people do not know what it is like to
have a disability. Having a disability has
highs and lows. There are many different
kinds of disabilities. Some are permanent
and some are temporary.
These are some of the newest pieces of

technology for people with a disability.
1. Helmet for the blind: Disguised as a bike
helmet, scientists have recently invented
new technology that takes pictures and
sends them to a cloud, which turns the
pictures into words making it easier to walk
around, and to navigate.
2. Dot: Dot is a new braille smartwatch.

There are other braille devices but dot is a
great, affordable alternative to braille
smartphones, which can be very expensive
and cost thousands of dollars.

This watch functions with 6 dots on 4 cells
on the surface of the smartwatch. These dots
move themselves to form up to 4 letters at a
time. It can connect with bluetooth to any
smartphone and can read you tweets,
messages, email, and other notifications.
3. Cochlear baha headband: This headband

is like a hearing aid designed for kids. It
comes in many fun colors and is comfortable.
The Baha softband can be connected to
bluetooth and you can even listen to music.
There are 2 different kinds of Baha
headbands. There is the Softband and the
Sound arc. The Softband is like a stretchy
hair tie headband, and the sound arc is a more
typical hard headband.
These are a few of the latest technologies
that aid people with a disability. Can you
think of any other things that could help?

The Cochlear Baha Headband

The Dot

Newest Music Technology
By: Aya GP. and Tristan R.

If you like music, here Is some of the latest music technology:
The MIDI Fighter 64

The MIDI Fighter 64 is a square that

has buttons on it. When you press the

buttons it plays like a drum. It has

LED lights so it’s great if you want a

party in the dark. There is a

computer program that comes with

the The MIDI Fighter 64 and you have

to plug it in to a computer. The sound

comes out of the computer speaker.

The MIDI fighter 64

Bluetooth Beanie Hat

On The Bluetooth Beanie Hat you can

call someone and listen to music for

6 hours! It has a built-in microphone,

it's chargeable, and you can wash it!

The bluetooth beanie hat

BONAOK Wireless Bluetooth Karaoke

Microphone

The BONAOK wireless Microphone is a

tool used for loud music such as

parties, clubs and other places that

includes loud music. It also features

an option to sing on the Microphone

when on Bluetooth.

BONAOK wireless bluetooth karaoke

Pyle-pro pted01 Drum Kit

The Pyle-pro pted01 Drum Kit is a

drum kit that has an LED control

display, headphones, and it has sticks

so you can play it with drum sticks!

Pyle-pro pted01 Drum Kit

Bluetooth Sports Headband

The Bluetooth headband is a grey

head band and also a sleeping mask.

This device will play music without

you being disturbed. The headband

also has a price of $16.99 on Amazon.

Bluetooth Sports Headband

Latest Technology for People with a Disabilty
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CLIMATE CHANGE
By Lisa PR.

We all know that climate change can cause a lot of
problems. but what has climate change really
changed, and what has it been up to lately?
Has anyone noticed it was a little warmer in 2020

than other years? Earth’s average surface temperature
in 2020, tied with 2016, was the warmest year on
record according to NASA.

2020 was, over the world, 1.84 degrees Fahrenheit
warmer than the baseline 1950-1980. Globally, 2020
was the hottest year on record, tying 2016, the previous
record. Overall, Earth’s average temperature has risen
more than 2 degrees Fahrenheit since the 1880s.
Global temperature records extend back 140 years.
NASA and NOAA work together to monitor the global
weather and how it’s changing.
This is causing events such as loss of sea ice and ice
sheet mass, sea level s rising, longer and more intense
heat waves, and shifts in plant and animal habitats. In
Australia during the first half of 2020, 46 million acres
of land were burnt because of bushfires.

Climate Change in the Amazon
Rainforest

In the Colombian Amazon region, the upper
Putumayo River zone is threatened by farming
not used to the environment, and poorly
organized development, but its also extremely
vulnerable to more frequent droughts and
flooding caused by global warming. Drying
forests are less able to stabilize soils and protect
freshwater sources and crops.
In recent times, warmer temperatures and less
rainfall have made enormous droughts. The
Amazon suffered its worst droughts of the last
100 years in 2005 and 2010. Droughts wither
crops, ruin fisheries and lead to forest fires. This
can result in huge shifts in the reproduction of
ecosystems and a loss of species. The World
Wildlife Fund (WWF) helps farmers protect
their crops from severe rainfall and droughts and
ensure nearby wildlife areas can adapt to a
warmer world.
Transportation and energy architecture are

needed for national and regional development,
but when they are poorly planned, negative
impacts can exceed short-term benefits. For
example, building new roads exposes previously
inaccessible areas of forest to illegal and
unsuitable logging. Hydropower is now used to
meet Brazil’s growing request for energy, but
many dams are being constructed in areas of
high conservation value.
There is huge demand for the natural resources
found in the Amazon, weak law enforcement to
protect them. Also, uncareful removal processes
lead to destruction. For example, some mining
activities contribute to soil erosion and water
pollution.
Climate Change in the Arctic

The burning of fossil fuels is also
making Arctic waters more acidic,
harming zooplankton species like
pteropods—the very base of the
Arctic’s rich food chain—as well as
corals and shellfish.
Much of the world’s untapped oil
reserves lie offshore, beneath the
Arctic's biological productive waters.
Analyzing and developing these assets
in the remote and unforgiving Arctic
comes with extreme dangers. Oil
spills can kill birds, fish and marine
mammals, as well as the smaller
organisms that provide food for these
larger species. There is no proven
technology that allows for the
complete restaintment of oil spilled in
the marine environment. These
challenges are even greater in the
excess conditions of the Arctic, where
storms are usual, ice is still present for
much of the year, daylight is absent
during the winter, and response
infrastructure is more than 1,000 miles
away. Oil development can also cause
life-threatening levels of ocean noise
pollution for aquatic mammals.Some
Arctic regions contain costly minerals,
including copper, gold, and coal. One
such area lies at the headwaters of two
of the most effective rivers that feed
into Bristol Bay. If authorized and
constructed, the proposed Pebble
Mine would be the largest open-pit
copper and gold mine in North
America. Based on ongoing
projections, the mine would
permanently destroy miles of
important salmon environment and
generate up to 10 billion tons of toxic
waste. Release of this toxic waste
would devastate freshwater
ecosystems and impact the region’s
unequaled salmon runs as well as the
communities, commercial fishing
industry, and wildlife which depend
on them.
Climate change is changing many
things in our world.

River areas are at risk to change in rainfall and
warming temperatures. As the climate is changing,
wildlife and plants need intact stretches of forests to
transition to more suitable habitats. In the Colombian
Amazon region, the upper Putumayo River zone is
threatened by farming not used to the environment, and
poorly organized development, but its also extremely
vulnerable to more frequent droughts and flooding
caused by global warming.

The arctic is a very different place than the rest
of the world and it’s warming twice as fast,
affecting life at land and life for the animals. The
Arctic is home to: the fin whale, polar bear, arctic
wolf, seals, narwhal, beluga, grey whale, bowhead
whale, sei whale and the pacific salmon. The
release of greenhouse gases is causing temps in
the Arctic to increase at twice the rate of the rest
of the world, resulting in lower levels of sea ice,
melting permafrost and rising sea levels all over
the world. The decrease in volume and extent of
Arctic sea ice has serious implications for marine
mammals that depend on the ice for their survival,
such as ringed seals and polar bears.



Step 1: Combine ¼ cup of flour with ¼ cup of granulated

sugar, 2 tbsp of cocoa powder,⅛ tsp of baking soda, and a
pinch of salt into a microwave-safe mug.

Step 2: In another bowl combine 3 tbsp of milk, 2 tbsp of

canola oil, 1 tbsp of water, and ¼ tsp of vanilla extract.

Step 3: Add wet ingredients into the dry ingredients and

whisk until combined.

Step 4:Microwave until cooked in the middle, about 1 min

and 45 secs.

Step 5: Enjoy!

Alternative:
Leave the sauce off
the pizza and bake it
without, and then
dip your pizza in the
pizza sauce! Or don’t
dip it in pizza sauce.
That's up to you.
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Pita Pizza Recipe
By Chefs Aspen B. and Lisa PR..

Ingredients:
Pita (obviously)
Olive oil
Pizza sauce
Cheese
Your preferred
toppings

1. Preheat the oven to 425 degrees Fahrenheit.
2. “Glaze” your pita in olive oil.

3. Add the pizza sauce, then the cheese, and on top
of it all your toppings.

4. When the oven is preheated put the pizza in the
oven for just 5-7 minutes.

5. When your pizza is done, wait for it to cool, then
dig in!

Chocolate Mug Cake Recipe
From allrecipes.com, altered by Chef Amelie K.

Do you want to make a treat that is quick and easy to make? You can

make a chocolate mug cake! A mug cake is like a cake without the icing. It

only takes about 5 minutes and you can enjoy it right away!
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12 Movies Coming out in

2021
By: Maddie P. and Clara R.
2021 Movies! Including sequels to

movies that you may have watched!

1. Raya and The Last Dragon

- Available on Disney Plus June 4th

2. Space Jam a New Legacy - July 16

3. Luca - June 18

4. Vivo - June 4

5. Encanto - November 24

6. Spirit Untamed - June 4

7. Sing 2 - December 22nd

8. Blazing Samurai - Release date to be

determined

9. Hotel Transylvania 4 - August 6th

10. The Addams Family 2 - October 8th

11. The Boss Baby: Family Business

- September 17th

12. Peter Rabbit 2: The Runaway - May

14th

Top 6 Family Movies to

Watch

By: Camille C. and Aya

GP.

1. Zootopia- Disney+ and

Netflix

Zootopia is about a rabbit

who really wants to be a

police officer but everyone

tells her no. Finally, she

passes police school and

becomes a police officer, but

when all the animals start

acting savagely she has to

figure out how to help them.

Can she do it?

2. Sing- Netflix

Sing is about a koala who

wants to open a show in his

theater. He holds auditions

to see who can be in his

singing competition and hires

5 animals. It starts off well

but then turns to chaos. Will

the show go on?

3. Soul - Disney+

Soul is about a musician who

gets the gig of his dreams

but dies before he can

perform.

He goes the the world of

souls where he is one of the

souls and together with soul

22, tries to find his way

back to Earth. Will he be

able to get back to Earth in

time?

4. Ralph Breaks the

Internet- Disney +

Ralph Breaks the Internet is

the sequel movie to Wreck It

Ralph and it is about two

video game characters that

accidentally go into the

internet and find all sorts

of new things but Ralph (one

of the characters) is

starting to get worried that

Vanellope his best friend

likes it too much and might

stay forever. Ralph tries to

get her to come back but she

won't listen. Ralph makes an

extreme choice and he can

only start to imagine the

damage he has caused.

5. Descendants - Disney+

Descendants is the 1st movie

in the Descendants trilogy.

It is about the 4 most

dangerous Disney villain’s

kids. They are suddenly

presented with the chance to

go to a fancy boarding school

with all these preppy

princesses. When their

parents tell them they have

to steal they must decide

where their heart belongs;

good or evil?

6. Frozen- Disney+

Frozen is about two sisters,

Elsa and Anna. Elsa has

special powers to turn things

into snow, she is very

worried she will hurt

somebody so she hides her

magic. One day her parents go

on a trip and never come

back, Elsa now has to take

the job of the queen. Elsa is

so worried her powers will

hurt the Kingdom so she runs

away. Anna must find Elsa

before their whole kingdom

freezes.

Snapdragon Book Review

Book by: Kat Leyh

Review by: Yona L.

Snapdragon is a cool and funny graphic novel about a

girl named Snapdragon who becomes friends with a

witch. But this witch isn’t your regular Hansel-and-

Gretel witch, she wears crocs and 90s’ pajamas, and

sells animal skeletons on the internet. She races

motorcycles and saves animals, and buys those weird

cheesy cups that you see at the Dollar Store.

Snapdragon makes a deal with this witch, in order to

save some motherless Opossums, in exchange for

helping the witch with her work. But during the

weeks of helping this non-traditional witch,

Snapdragon realizes that the witch has a connection

with Snapdragons’ family past.
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Social Media Pros and Cons
By: Margot P. and Elif S.

Why Self Care is so

Important
By: Charlotte R.

Face masks and cucumber eyes

are definitely a way to take

care of yourself but let’s

talk about why and how you

should take care of yourself.

Self care is a way to help

stay in a good mindset and

feel good about yourself. You

only have one you so enjoy

yourself, take care of

yourself, so that you can

live life to the fullest.

If i’m being honest I used to

think the idea of self care

was weird. I thought it was

“spa day”, but self care

reaches way beyond that.

Taking care of your mind is

key to keeping yourself

going. Plus there are so many

different forms of self care!

I talked to licensed

therapist, Lindsay Pietruck

Bailey about why self care is

so important and she told me

about some different forms of

self care to use. You have to

Self care isn’t supposed to

be annoying. It’s for you to

take a break and reset. If

you have been in a bad mood

for a few days, self care is

a really good way to get out

of that funk. Taking care of

yourself by doing something

you like can completely

change your mood for the day.

Cleaning (if you’re up to

it), can be a really good

form of self care because you

want the environment you’re

in to be nice. Do your

laundry for the first time in

two weeks, you’ll be rewarded

with nice smelling clothes to

wear. Ride your bike, you’ll

get your heart rate up and

you’ll feel more energetic.

There are so many ways

to take care of yourself, and

they don’t even take a lot of

effort. Self care helps keep

you up and running so take a

break every once in a while.

Maybe you’ll even discover a

new hobby!

remember that self care is

different for each person and

you need to find what works

for you. Self care that works

for one person might not work

for another. A good form of

self care is simply doing

something that brings you

joy. For example, something

that brings me joy is baking.

I like turning ingredients

into something that looks,

tastes, and smells good.

Maybe self care for you is

taking a shower, cleaning

your room, or playing with a

soccer ball. You also have to

remember that your form of

self care can change over

time. I didn’t used to clean



Cutest Animals You've Never Heard Of

Pika
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Quokka
Kilpspringer Japanese

Weasel

Long Eared

Fennec FoxJapanese Dwarf

Flying Squirrel

Slow Loris

Bilby
Margay

Patagonian Mara

Flapjack Octopus

By: Maddie P. and Lisa PR.

Top 10 Things To Do When Bored
By Tristan R. and Aspen B.

1. Google random things! If you are wondering about

anything, give it a Google. In fact, type in "I'm feeling

curious" and fun facts will come up!

2. Listen to music. There are a lot of apps you can listen on.

3. Make blanket forts! You can use blankets and sheets and

prop them up on the backs of chairs. The possibilities are

endless!

4. Play a board game. Some recommendations are the

newer versions of Sorry! or Life.

5. Re-read books! Re-reading a book can be fun if you

enjoyed the book. You can find some details that you

didn’t see before (or you can read a new book).

6. Play with your pets! It can be a dog, cat, fish,

hamster, or literally any pet!

7. Pretend to sword fight someone, using a stick or

a foam pool noodle and swinging it around! It is

just kind of fun!

8. Play games! They can be a lot of fun. Some

recommended games are ROBLOX and The Sims.

9. You can draw! Even if you consider yourself a

bad drawer it still is fun (you can draw a favorite

movie or video game character)!

10. Watch YouTube videos! There is pretty much

everything there. A good recommendation is

“Moving On” by DJ Devious.

1.
2. 3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8. 9.

10.
11.12.

Jerboa



Covid

Variants

Tappan Times

By Suryn L. and Margot P.

New York City has almost 20 million people packed together. You can’t go on the sidewalks without
bumping into someone. There are elevators inside the many buildings; these elevators are crowded and
small. Just look at this population density map (the bottom purple part is New York, this is the state of New
York). Think of Covid when you see this map. It is so densely populated that Covid should be able to get

clean, fresh water, and built many hospitals. When the Spanish Flu came years later, the hygiene and
preparations from the past made the city more prepared for it, and even more rules were set in place to slow
the spread. When the death rate for the Spanish Flu was low, people credited the preparations made years
ago. Those preparations have no doubt a part in the dropping of covid cases (nbcnews.com).
A professor of preventive medicine in NYC, William Schaffner, says there are two parts to the dropping of

cases: the planning and the communication. “[The communication was] clear, crisp, and the average person
could understand readily. What does this mean to me? What does the governor want me to do? I think that
having the plan and then having the communication were the two critical elements.” To an epidemiologist in
NYC, Maureen Miller, the New Yorkers also play a role. “New Yorkers know what’s up, so they actively,
voluntarily participated in these efforts.” Dr. Fauci, the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
director, complimented NYC for “correctly” handling it. “We know that, when you do it properly, you bring
down those cases. We have done it. We have done it in New York.” He said in an interview (healthline.com)

One type of virus was enough, now there are over 4 different variants of COVID-19. What is causing
variants to form? Why does Michigan have so much trouble with them? The true answer is complicated.
There are many reasons for why Michigan has trouble with Covid, and

its variants. Variants form over time. When a virus can survive for a long
time, they have the chance to mutate, and create a new variant of the
virus. Similarly, Covid-19 can do this. As of right now, there are over 4
different variations of the Corona Virus. First, there is the B•1•1•7. This
was the first variant we found out about. Originating from the U.K., B117
was first identified in the United states in December, 2020 vaccines. The
next variant we discovered was the B•1•351. It was detected in the U.S.
near the end of January, 2021. It was originally formed in South Africa.
The P•1 variant was tested from Brazilian Travelers on a trip to Japan.
There were also the B•1•427 and B•1•429. They originate from California,
and are the most recent type of variant as of right now.

around easily, right? How come the state of New York, which is
much more packed together than Michigan because of NYC,
somehow has fewer cases? And what is their government doing to
stop the rapidly growing number of covid cases?
The first thing we have to do is look at New York City’s history. A
long time ago, when medicine was in its early stages, people came
from all over the world to this land of opportunity, many settled in
New York City. With so many people crowded together, diseases
were easily spread. New York City has worked on infection control
using smart and careful planning. They made a permanent
department of health, organized regular street cleaning, brought in

(Continued on Next Page)
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Covid Variants
Continued from last page

Though there is no name for it yet, there is the Indian variant too. All of these variants
spread more quickly, and easily. This leads to more deaths, rapid spreads, and no protection
from vaccines.

But why is Michigan the #1 state for most Covid cases in the country? Michigan is a really
social state, so there is a lot of social engagement going on. College students are heading
back home, (not just colleges in Michigan, but other colleges are too, so college students
are coming home to Michigan) many people have spring birthdays, (parties!) and schools
are reopening.
But the biggest reason of all is that Michigan contains the Great Britain variant (B•1•1•7).
This variant spreads more quickly than the regular Coronavirus. The Great Britain variant is
spreading rapidly throughout the state, and the vaccine has no power against it. All we can
do for now is stay safe, stay healthy, and wear a mask.
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Artists on the Rise!
By: Elif S.

A lot of us, including myself,
have been listening to music in
quarantine. There are a lot of
really good songs and artists
lately, some artists who grew
popular through Tiktok, and
others whose songs were on
numerous charts!

One artist who recently released some
popular songs this year is Olivia
Rodrigo. You may recognize the name
from, “Drivers License,” which became
a hit in January 2021!
Olivia Rodrigo is an 18 year-old
actress/singer. She was previously
known for acting in High School
Musical: The Musical: The Series and
Bizaardvark.
Her song, “Drivers License” hit #1 on
the Billboard 100 Chart for 8 weeks and
as of May 21st is at #16. Her other
single, “Deja Vu” is at #2 on the Top
100: Global category in Apple Music,
#4 in the Top 100: USA category in
Apple Music, and #17 on the Billboard
100 Chart. Her album, “Sour,” has also
gained attention!

Another music group is Surfaces.
They released the popular song,
“Sunday Best” in 2019 which became
a hit in 2020 through Tiktok. The
group includes Colin Padalecki and
Forrest Frank. Coming from Texas,
they formed in 2017. Their first song
was, “Be Alright,” and their first
album was, “Surf.” Surfaces aims to
write positive music to make you feel
better, and the name of the band
comes from how there’s a lot more to
something than the surface of it and
to not judge a book by its cover. A
couple other of their songs are, “Keep
it Gold,” “Good Day,” “Bloom,” and
“Lazy.”



Around this time, 35 years ago, an RBMK reactor core exploded in the Chernobyl
Nuclear Power plant in the city in Ukraine on April 26, 1986 at 1:23 a.m. How, you
ask? Well, it was due to a safety test being performed on reactor 4 by workers who
were untrained in doing the safety test, with difficult circumstances as well. What’s
the sarcophagus? Oh I’m glad you asked, Soviet authorities poured concrete over the
reactor and it took 6 months, as a solution to it spreading more radioactivity. To this
day, Chernobyl’s still quite radioactive, and there are 2 people who went through it,
still alive.

Chernobyl’s Incident, a Brief Overview
By: Emma-Rose O
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Snug as a Bug in a Chip Bag
By: Margot P.

A woman in Detroit, Eradajere Oleita, has a project named The Chip Bag Project. She takes
(empty) chip bags of any kind and turns them into sleeping bags for the homeless. In high school,
she moved to Michigan from Nigeria for a better life, and environmental activism has been her
focus. Oleita watched a video where someone ironed chip bags together to make a blanket, and
wanted to add to that. It takes four hours and 150-300 bags to make one, so the more bags donated
the better. Bigger bags are appreciated, since more of them take less time, but any size works.
Chip bags are good insulators (good at keeping warmth trapped) and waterproof, so also good in
the rain. It gets rid of trash and helps the homeless. This project was started in winter, when the
people without shelter needed protection against the freezing temperatures. “[I’m] feeling
optimistic, because this is a purpose-driven project. When we distribute these bags, I’m hoping we
will see a positive change in the community for the homeless and less fortunate,” Lamaria Grace,
the chief operations officer of the project, said.
You can donate to the Chip Bag Project too, by going to www.eradaoleita.com or
https://www.chipbagproject.com/, where all that is asked are empty chip bags.

By: Yona L.



How to Milk Cows (By Hand)
By Emma-Rose O.

First, you’ll have to make sure the cow is actually
a cow and is able to produce milk. To tell if it’s a
cow, simply take a look at it and see if it has udders,
then, has it had a calf recently? If not, then the cow
simply cannot produce milk, if it has had a calf
recently however, then it’ll make milk. Now,
assuming this is your cow (if not you can skip or ask
about it), housing should be clean, comfortable, dry
sawdust, straw, or sand. The milking area should be
calm and quiet. Keep the cow comfortable. To milk
the cow, you’ll need:
- Strip cup
- Stainless steel bucket
- Glass jars (for milk storage)
- Cloth and/or paper towel
- Disposable filters and strainer
- Pre/Post-dipping solution

Preparations

Things
Needed

Milking the Cow
If udders are dirty, wipe them down with a dry paper
towel. Put on gloves (latex or non-latex). Now, dip all 4
teats completely in the pre-dipping solution, with 30
seconds each. Strip all teats 2-3 times. Check for odd
milk like a watery display, flakes, or clots. Use one
towel to wipe all of the teats in a downward twisting
gesture, to dry and remove dirt and pre-dipping solution.
After wiping off the pre-dipping solution, wait 60-90
seconds to milk(for the most milk). Start milking by
squeezing your thumb and index finger as high up as
possible on the udder. Trap the milk with the fingers I
mentioned before then squeeze with the rest of your
fingers to force out the milk. DO NOT CONTINUE
MILKING THE TEAT IF IT FEELS EMPTY AND
MILK STOPS COMING OUT!!! Repeat the pre-dipping
process with the post-dipping solution.

When Done
When done, take milk through a filtered strainer into a glass jar (clean). Disinfect and clean everything

immediately. Cool the milk to 38 degrees Fahrenheit within an hour. When constantly refrigerated at 36-38
degrees Fahrenheit (2.2-3.3 degrees Celsius), raw milk will keep for 7-10 days.
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Different & Fun Way to Make A Cake
By Charlotte R.

My younger sister recently had a birthday, and for the second year in a row I made her a homemade birthday cake. I like to bake a lot. It

helps me de-stress and in the end I have a delicious treat to eat.

Now I’m going to be honest with you, making cake is harder than it looks. I see videos of cake decorators and it looks so easy right? Wrong.

Getting the right texture with the frosting, making sure the cake isn’t dry, getting tons of ingredients. There are so many things that could go

wrong, but there can also be an easier way.

I personally made a homemade cake because the cake part isn’t that hard for me, it’s more about the decorating. If you want just make boxed

cake mix, it’s tasty, reliable, and just gets the job done. To take it to the next level I recommend using cake pans. Even though it can be harder to

do and you have to watch the cake more carefully I highly suggest it.

You can always use canned frosting but homemade American buttercream or my favorite, cream cheese frosting is so much better. You can

find dairy free alternatives for the butter or the cream cheese if you need it and your frosting should still be tasty. When your cakes are

completely cooled, stack them with frosting in between the layers and give the cake a crumb coat. The crumb, like the name, locks in all the

stray crumbs on the cake so that the final product is clean and the frosting looks extra nice. It’s just a thin layer of frosting on the outside of

the cake.

Then you chill your cake and give it a thick layer of frosting on the outside. That’s how you do the whole cake thing, but that’s not exactly

how I did it. My sister loves colors, LOVES them. So I made her a confetti cake, but that wasn’t enough for me. A few years ago it was popular to

put candy inside of cakes, so that’s exactly what I did. I made a circle stencil for my cakes and cut circles in the middle of 2 of my 3 layers. I had

to make sure they were completely cooled because I didn’t want any of the chocolate I was putting in there to melt. Then I stacked the two

layers of cake with the holes in the middle. I filled them with M&M’s and sprinkles and then put the cake layer without the hole in it on top.

To make it seem simple I just frosted the cake with white cream cheese frosting and put rainbow sprinkles around the bottom edge of the

cake.

The best part of this cake is when the person cuts into it and the candy spills out. My sister was so surprised and happy. This cake isn’t much

harder than making a regular cake and with the cake scraps you can even do what I did, which was turn them into cake pops! Is this a bit over

the top? Yes. Is it 100% worth it? Yes. Please try this. It's so much fun and so cute. Happy baking!



Ordering Food in a Pandemic
By Charlotte R.

GOING out to restaurants was great. You’d order an appetizer for the group, get your main, possibly get multiple
mains to share, and if you were lucky you’d also get dessert. But that was before the global pandemic. Now,
dining, whether in or out, is a completely different experience.
Ever since Covid-19 changed everything I haven’t enjoyed going out to a restaurant in a long time. Every once

in a while my family gets delivery or pick up and it’s really not the same. The food always ends up being a bit cold
and soggy. Restaurants are opening up but it’s definitely not that safe. Even if the diners are far away and the
restaurants are at 50% capacity it’s still quite risky. People are taking off their masks and sitting in a public place

that isn’t very clean. The risk of spreading germs is high.

When it comes to dining, it's always better to get food from a local restaurant. Over the last year talk about small
businesses closing has been a constant. They aren’t one of many franchises and they need all the help they can
get. Ann Arbor has always been a town full of delicious food so please order from a local restaurant. Some of my
favorites are La Taqueria on East Liberty, Poke Fish on Washtenaw, Eat on Packard, Frita Batidos on
Washington, Curry On on Plymouth, and Mani Osteria also on East Liberty. All of those restaurants are locally
owned and have delicious food of a wide variety.
Luckily Covid-19 vaccines are accessible to people our own age now. The weather is getting warmer which is

helpful. Outdoor dining is definitely safer. People aren’t crowded in a room that’s poorly ventilated, they’re
outside. Hopefully as more and more people get vaccinated it will be less risky to dine in but for now a lot of us
are still waiting.
Hopefully indoor dining will be safer soon because I miss fresh food from the kitchens and the almost chaotic

thunder of voices in a restaurant. For now I just have the chaotic thunder of my family. What restaurant will you
go back to first when it’s safer?
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Books to Read Over the Summer for Middle Schoolers
By: Lisa PR. and Amelie K.

Hunger games - Suzanne Collins
Brown Girl Dreaming - Jacquelin Woodson
For Black Girls Like Me - Mariama J. Lockington (you understand it
more if you're a girl but you don’t have to be a girl to read it)
Percy Jackson the Series - Rick Riordan
Harry Potter Series - J.K. Rowling
Moo - Sharon Creech
Neverending Story - Michael Ende
A Wrinkle In Time - Madeleine L’Engle
Anne Frank's Diary - Anne Frank

The Poetex (better for 8th graders)
- Elizabeth Acevedo
Dork Diaries - Rachel Renée Russell
The Giver - Lois Lowry
The Wild Robot - Peter Brown
The Evolution of Calpurnia Tate
- Jacqueline Kelly
Julie of the Wolves - Jean Craighead George
Becoming - Michelle Obama
The Only Road - Alexandra Diaz
The Girl Who Drank the Moon - Kelly
Barnhill
Land of Stories - Chris Colfer



Swimsuit Timeline By Suryn L. and Elif s.
Pictured to the right is an example of a bathing suit
(for men) from the early 1900s. You may not believe
this, but there were actual bathing suit regulations in
the early 20th century. These required bathing suits to
cover the body and promote modesty. Most bathing
suits at this time had sleeves ‘till the elbow and past
the knees, in dark colors. Swimsuits were very
popular and were bought often. With the regulations
in place, Bradley Knitting Company and Portland
Knitting Company (now known as Jantzen) were the
most popular bathing suit makers at the time. Soon,

2-piece swimsuits were invented towards the 1920s.
In the 1950’s, as people were finding new and

cheaper ways to make material, fashion transformed
tremendously. Most of this impacted swimsuits. The
sport of swimming was just getting popular with
women as they were permitted to compete in the
Olympics. Swimwear was different among different
continents. Americans mostly wore knitted
swimwear. (I’m imagining my grandma sitting in a
rocking chair knitting a deluxe Speedo™ swimsuit
[seriously?]). Since the swimwear was knitted, it
tended to change shape and become disoriented when
wet. Soon, people discovered lastex yarn. This
changed the whole swimming industry. With lastex
yarn, your swimwear would be waterproof and
colorful. This is the time period when people started
wearing as much color as possible. Swimsuits became
more “fashionable” and people started swimming
more too.
As lastex yarn was discovered around the 50s,

men’s swimsuits became more colorful than ever. 2-
piece swimsuits became older and less popular as
swim trunks and one piece swimsuits evolved. World
War ll caused yarn and fabric shortages while
demands for swimwear were growing louder. Fashion
designers had to think of a way to solve this issue.
Finally, in the mid 1950’s, the problem was solved.
One answer: Swim trunks! Hawaiian prints and
colorful patterns were imprinted onto swim trunks.
Swim trunks didn’t need a lot of fabric, were
comfortable and could be worn like a 2-piece.
As fashion became evermore colorful and bold,

swimsuits followed the trend. During the 70s,
colorful swimsuits were popular and World War ll
was gone. The demand and shortages of fabric were
gone, and people could return to their lives. In the
1970’s, people discovered bikinis. You didn’t need a
lot of material, they were trendy, and you could make
them colorful! Bikinis grew popular and most women
wore bikinis. At this time, Bridget Bardot starred in
the famous “Manina: The girl in bikini”. This
Hollywood film and glamour really impacted the
swimming industry.

While this was going on with fashion
swimwear, in competitive swimming, Speedo
was introduced. Speedo created the all-new
nylon swimsuit. This was during the late
1950’s, and only men’s nylon swimsuits were
created, but in the late 1960’s women’s
swimsuits were made too. Nylon swimsuits
hugely affected the Olympics. This reduced the
drag, weight, and bulk of the swimsuit, making
swimmers improve significantly.
Clothes in the 70s were looser, similar to the

popular 70s trend of bell bottom jeans, but
swimwear for men was tighter. Before, men
would wear the baggy style of boxers. That is,
‘til the seventies! Swim shorts evolved into a
more tight-fitting, shorter “trunk.” You may
notice this design in the photo, with the legs of
the swimwear shorter and tighter!
During the early 21st century, tankinis

started popping up in women’s swimwear!
Notice that a tankini is a bikini with a tank top
for the top portion instead, making the design
more modest. Even though this was a 2000
trend (maybe one your parents or older siblings
participated in!), it doesn’t mean the tankini
trend is completely dead today. I’ve seen a
couple of these bathing suits around in the last
couple years!
Men’s swimwear continued to grow more

colorful, and shorter. Swim trunks were the
most popular in the 21st century. Most men
thought shorter swim trunks were a bit too
much, and that wearing a shirt on top was not
enough. Swim trunks were neutral, so more
men wore trunks. Swim trunks had colorful
patterns (some of the most popular were
Hawaiin prints), thick string to tie the trunk in
place, and a boxer-style shape. Most of the
time, there was rubbery/stretchy material
making the trunk stay in place (around the
waist).

In the 2000’s, women brought back 1-piece
swimsuits. They wanted something more
fashionable, so swimsuits became less colorful
and straps became more fashionable. And, as
plastics were used more in clothes, competitive
swimming took a huge leap. Speedo created
sleek, smooth, and light competitive swimwear.
And the modern swimsuit was created.
hopefully it will only get better and better.

1900s

2021

2000s

1970s

1950s

2021
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Easy-To-Make Watermelon Treats for the Summer
By: Suryn L.

1. Watermelon Slushies - Recipe
adapted by: Suryn Lee
Ingredients:

2 Cups Frozen watermelon

Lime/lemon juice

A couple mint leaves

3 cups Ice (Optional: frozen

Sparkling water or lemonade)

Materials:

Bowl

Cup

Spoon

Lemon squeezer

Blender

Directions:
First, blend the frozen watermelon
and ice (or frozen sparkling
water/lemonade) in the blender (not
too much), [slushie texture]. Pour
into a bowl.
Next, squeeze the lime and put it in
the bowl with the blended
watermelon. Mix with a spoon.
Pour the blended watermelon and
lime juice into cups and serve with
ice or mint leaves. Enjoy!

2. Watermelon Ice Pops
Ingredients (makes 6):

1 ½ cups diced watermelon

(seeded)

½ cup of water or lemonade

1 tablespoon honey

1 tablespoon lemon juice (if

you put in lemonade, this is

optional)

1 tablespoon sugar (This is,

again, optional if you put in

lemonade)

Materials:

Blender

Popsicle molds (or ice cube

mold if you don't have one)

Spoon

Directions:
First, blend all of the ingredients in
a blender until a smoothie texture.
Pour the watermelon mixture into a
popsicle/ice cube mold, and freeze
until frozen.
Take out of mold and enjoy!
Alternative (if you don’t have a
popsicle mold):
Complete step number one (above).
Pour the watermelon mixture into
an ice cube mold, or regular
container, and freeze until frozen.
Take out of mold or container and
enjoy!

3. Watermelon Granita
Ingredients:

½ of a whole watermelon

(seedless) cut into chunks

(approximately 8 cups of

chunks)

2 limes

⅓ cup of sugar (you can

change how much sugar you

want to put in, but this is a

base for the amount of

sugar)

Materials:

Blender

2 Cooking Pans (or baking

dishes)

Spoon

Ice cream scooper (optional)

Plastic wrap

Directions:
First, blend all the ingredients in a
blender. If there is too much, blend
half of each ingredient, and blend
the other half after.
Pour this mixture into a cooking
pan or baking dish and put it into
the freezer. Freeze for 2 or 3 hours,
and take it out.
Scrape the top of the frozen
watermelon until ice shaving-like-
watermelon comes out. Place in
freezer again (for 2 or 3 hours), and
scrape. Repeat this process until all
of the watermelon is shaved.
Serve with lime zest and enjoy!
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Let's Get Those Library Books Back

If you have any library books, even if they are from another AAPS school, please drop them off at Tappan so they
can be returned to where they belong. Please make use of the following drive-thru drop off dates:
Wednesday, June 9, 1-4pm
Thursday, June 10, 11am-noon
Friday, June 11, 8:30-9:15am
Stay sharp over the summer and prevent the dreaded "summer slide" by reading books that you enjoy! See the
presentation below for ideas, tips, resources, and strategies to stay sharp and show up ready to start your new year
right!
If you want to see a slideshow about this copy and paste this link into a new tab:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-
1vQuS6V1yqg9qkcL4PNDfvmKoxV96wjYclHVRhYQMMlWNSP0NNunaiaBts81v8b0QnL17shZ3HBnoriV/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.p

1)Mackinac Island
Mackinac Island is an island in the middle
of Lake Michigan and Lake Huron. It is a
small island, only 8.2 miles across! It’s fun
to go for bike rides, fudge and ice cream,
carriage rides (they don’t allow cars) and
best of all, visiting the Grand Hotel.
2)Traverse City
Traverse City is known for its cherries and
pies, put them together and you get cherry
pie!
3)Petoskey
Petoskey has a nice downtown and it’s
named after a pretty rock. It has a beautiful
view of the bay.
4)Saugatuck
Saugatuck has a nice Marina with a
boardwalk so you can see all the boats in the
water.
5)Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore
Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore is on
Lake Superior and there is a campground
near it. There are lots of great hikes.
6)Tahquamenon Falls State Park
Tahquamenon Falls State Park is a beautiful
state park with lots of huge waterfalls. There
are wooden steps so you can get sprayed by
the falls! There is also a restaurant.
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12 Places to go in Michigan

By: Aya GP. and Lisa PR.
7)Harbor Springs
Harbor Springs has a great cookie place and
a cute downtown with lots of shops.
8)St. Joseph
St. Joseph has a pizza place and there is a
train that goes by it. It also has a carousel
and an arcade!
10)Holland
Holland has a charming beach and beautiful
tulips. Random fact: it has a clock shop
called Holland clock company.
11 )Lansing
The capital of Michigan, its a really small
city and has a really amazing history
museum. You should definitely check it out
if you go. The state capital is attractive, but
going inside might not be allowed because
of the violent protest.
12)Detroit
Detroit has amazing skyscrapers, seriously,
they're beautiful. You should also go see the
Dearborn Museum, the Detroit market, the
Institute of Art Museum, the Wright
museum and the African American
Museum. The riverwalk has now been
named the best river walk in the country.
And if you want to feel like you're in New
York City you should definitely check out
Greek town.

Mackinac Island

Holland

Tahqaumenon Falls State Park

Detroit
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Time to Turn in Devices

There are two types of Chromebook
collection:
in the building and parent drive
through. If you’re participating in
AAPS summer learning opportunities,
you may keep your device over the
summer months. If none of these
days/times work for you, please
contact the school office.

Building Collection: Cohort B
Location for collection:
GYMNASIUM
6th grade - Friday, June 11th - 8:30
- 9:15 am
7th grade - Friday, June 11th - 9:15
- 10:00 am
8th grade - Thursday, June 10th from
11:00 - 12:00 pm

Parents with students in Cohort A and
Cohort C can drop off student devices
during the above times: enter through
the circular drive toward the front
entrance where they will be met with
TMS staff to collect devices.
Parent Drive-through Collection:
Enter through the circular drive
toward the front entrance whereTMS
staff will collect devices. Please print
student name and grade level, and
have this posted on the passenger side
of your vehicle (dashboard or
window).

6th grade -Thursday, June 10th –
last name beginning with A-L
2:00- 4:00 pm
last name beginning with M-Z 4:00-
6:00 pm

7th grade - Friday, June 11th –
last name beginning with A-L
2:00- 4:00 pm
last name beginning with M-Z 4:00-
6:00 pm

8th grade - Monday, June 14th –
last name beginning with A-L
12:00- 2:00 pm
last name beginning with M-Z 2:00-
4:00 pm
In bad weather, device drop-off will
be in the gymnasium. Parents drop
students by the bubble doors. Parents
should remain in the vehicle, and
students will exit back out the bubble
doors.
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Enter Text Here.
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Coming Back or Not
Elif S and Amelie K

Margot is doing in-person school and she’s a sixth grader. We interviewed her and here are her answers. We asked if
it’s easier or harder to do assignments in-person and she said, “I think it’s a bit harder because you have people
around you and teachers talking [to virtual students] on Zoom. It’s also the other way around because some people
don’t have quiet homes.” Another question we had was if she got much social interaction or made any friends and
Margot answered, “I feel that it’s the same thing when you go into a classroom on the first day. You kinda have to
act like it’s your first day and first classroom and you have to start over with friends.” Margot feels excited in a
normal in-person school day. She said this because, “Definitely excited because you get to move around a little more.
It’s not that stressful because you have to get to class and that takes 2 minutes and then you have 8 minutes left.”
When we asked about if she struggles getting to class on time she replied, “No, it’s not that hard because you have a
lot of time and teachers are outside instructing you on where to go. And the hallways are a lot less complicated than
you may think.” Margot responded when we asked her about if traveling to class is easier virtual versus in-person
that, “Virtual, ‘cause you just have to click a few buttons.” If you are doing in-person, you may relate to that!
Logging onto class through a computer screen sounds much easier than walking room to room! Our final question
for her was about advantages and disadvantages, to which she replied, “Some advantages to being in person is you
get to see people and know them. For some people that may be a disadvantage if they like to keep their cameras off
and not be seen.”

We also interviewed another sixth grader doing in-person school. Here are the replies we got from her. We asked
about if it’s harder or easier completing assignments in-person and she said, “The same, maybe a little easier.” We
also wanted to know if she got much social interaction or if she made any friends and she replied she gets a good
amount of social interaction. On a normal in-person school day, she feels happy. We also asked about if she struggles
getting to class on time and she said, “No. The first day it was a little hard to find classes though.” Another question
was if it's easier to travel to class in-person or virtual and she said, “virtual because all you have to do is click a
button.” Our final question was about advantages and disadvantages and she said there was none.
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Coming Back or Not

Our next interviewee, Grace, is remaining virtual and is in 7th grade. One question we asked was if she still
participated the same amount in class, and she answered it was less than when she was in the building last year. We
also asked her if she felt included and had the same opportunities to participate and she thought she ‘had less
opportunities to participate since raising your hand was a little harder.’
We asked about some disadvantages and advantages to working at home, and Grace said, “An advantage is you’re at
home, if you need to do anything (use the bathroom, grab a snack), you can do so. You can do school anywhere, even
your living room! Some disadvantages are you don’t see people. An advantage is you can work independently, but that
can also be a disadvantage if you want to work with a partner.”
We all probably get up and grab a drink of water or stretch! And since most work is virtual, you probably are also
more familiar with being able to do work on your own time this school year. We also asked her about some feelings she
had towards continuing virtual school and she replied that she ‘feels more willing to do school than in a normal school
year, but halfway through the day she feels a little more tired and less engaged.’ I know I can relate to that! School is
usually harder after lunch hour.

Our eighth grade interviewee, Charlotte, is also remaining virtual. We asked her if it’s easier or harder to complete the
assignments now versus pre-coronavirus and she answered, “It can be both. You don’t have to worry about losing
everything. Sometimes you have WiFi issues. It’s usually easier to complete the assignments now.” Another question
we had was if she still had a chance to communicate or see her friends during online school and Charlotte replied,
“During school, not really. But I’m still able to communicate with them after school.”
We also wanted to know about her feelings in an online school day and she said, “I usually get bored because we’re

learning less but it’s taking longer.” We asked about differences between her normal middle school years versus now
with Covid-19 and Charlotte told us, “Without Covid, it was faster paced. It was kinda tiring. You’re constantly on this
schedule. I feel it was a bit more stressful. You have less breaks because you’re going to classes. I feel it’s more strict
and quick paced without Covid and with Covid the workload is less.” Our final question for Charlotte was about some
advantages and disadvantages, to which Charlotte replied, “If you have to turn in an assignment a little late, teachers
are okay with it. Disadvantages are you’re learning less and being social or interacting is harder.”
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Our Sources
How to make a mug cake (Amelie Kubarych): Recipe from allrecipes.com altered by Amelie Kubarych
Climate Change (Lisa Pando Rasia):
https://climate.nasa.gov/
2020 Tied for Warmest Year on Record, NASA Analysis Shows January,2021
https://www.worldwildlife.org/places/amazon
https://www.worldwildlife.org/places/arctic
12 family moves to be released in 2021 (Maddie Pale and Clara Rosenfeld) : https://www.movieinsider.com/movies/2021
Social media (cons) Elif Saglik :
Teens and social media use: What's the impact?
https://www.webmd.com/eye-health/blue-light-health#:~:text=Almost%20all%20blue%20light%20passes,related%20macular%20degeneration%2C%20or%20AMD
Social Media and Adolescents' and Young Adults' Mental Health
Newest music technology (Aya Gafni-Pappas & Tristan Ross):
Links to purchase things mentioned in article:
Bluetooth Microphone
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjNxKKmx7XvAhVLAp0JHTNYCkwQFjAAegQIAhAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2FBONAOK-Bluetooth-Microphone-
Christmas-Smartphone%2Fdp%2FB071SGMQ7V&usg=AOvVaw1ZWlGPxN8tL0GViigsCuYA
MIDI 64 Fighter
Midi Fighter
Bluetooth Sports Headband
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiJo7rq-wQFjABegQIARAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2Fbluetooth-
headband%2Fs%3Fk%3Dbluetooth%2Bheadband&usg=AOvVaw207VeqFk3lU3j9AYR2uJT3

Bluetooth Beanie Hat
Wireless Bluetooth Beanie Hat - Tenergy
Pyle-pro pted01 Drum Kit
PylePro - PTED01 - Musical Instruments - Drums
Swimsuit fashion timeline (Elif Saglik and Suryn Lee):
The Radical History of the Swimsuit — Google Arts & Culture
A History of Women's Swimwear | Fashion History Timeline
The History of Men's Swimwear
The Evolution of What Swimsuits Have Looked Like Over the Years
How men's swimwear has evolved
22 Best Men's Swimsuits in 2021 - Top New Swim Trunks for Men
Artists on the Rise (Elif Saglik):
https://www.billboard.com/charts/hot-100
https://www.oliviarodrigo.com/
http://www.surfacesmusic.com/


